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DUNSANY: 
THE SECRET 
OF THE SEA
In an ill-lit ancient tavern that I know, are many tales of the
sea; but not without the wine of Gorgondy, that I had of a
private bargain from the gnomes, was the tale laid bare for
which I had waited of an evening for the greater part of a
year. 

I knew my man and listened to his stories, sitting amid the
bluster of his oaths; I plied him with rum and whiskey and
mixed drinks, but there never came the tale for which I
sought, and as a last resort I went to the Huthneth
Mountains and bargained there all night with the chiefs of
the gnomes. 

When I came to the ancient tavern and entered the low-
roofed room, bringing the hoard of the gnomes in a bottle of
hammered iron, my man had not yet arrived. The sailors
laughed at my old iron bottle, but I sat down and waited; had
I opened it then they would have wept and sung. I was well
content to wait, for I knew my man had the story, and it was
such a one as had profoundly stirred the incredulity of the
faithless. 

He entered and greeted me, and sat down and called for
brandy. He was a hard man to turn from his purpose, and,
uncorking my iron bottle, I sought to dissuade him from
brandy for fear that when the brandy, bit his throat he should
refuse to leave it for any other wine. He lifted his head and
said deep and dreadful things of any man that should dare to
speak against brandy. 

I swore that I said nothing against brandy but added that it
was often given to children, while Gorgondy was only drunk
by men of such depravity that they had abandoned sin
because all the usual vices had come to seem genteel. When he
asked if Gorgondy was a bad wine to drink I said that it was
so bad that if a man sipped it that was the one touch that
made damnation certain. Then he asked me what I had in the
iron bottle, and I said it was Gorgondy; and then he shouted
for the largest tumbler in that ill-lit ancient tavern, and
stood up and shook his fist at me when it came, and swore,
and told me to fill it with the wine that I got on that bitter
night from the treasure house of the gnomes.

As he drank it he told me that he had met men who had
spoken against wine, and that they had mentioned Heaven;
and therefore he would not go there—no, not he; and that
once he had sent one of them to Hell, but when he got there he
would turn him out, and he had no use for milksops. 

Over the second tumbler he was thoughtful, but still he said
no word of the tale he knew, until I feared that it would
never be heard. But when the third glass of that terrific wine
had burned its way down his gullet, and vindicated the
wickedness of the gnomes, his reticence withered like a leaf in
the fire, and he bellowed out the secret. 

I had long known that there is in ships a will or way of their
own, and had even suspected that when sailors die or
abandon their ships at sea, a derelict, being left to her own
devices, may seek her own ends; but I had never dreamed by
night, or fancied during the day, that the ships had a god that
they worshipped, or that they secretly slipped away to a
temple in the sea. 

Over the fourth glass of the wine that the gnomes so sinfully
brew but have kept so wisely from man, until the bargain that
I had with their elders all through that autumn night, the
sailor told me the story. I do not tell it as he told it to me
because of the oaths that were in it; nor is it from delicacy
that I refrain from writing these oaths verbatim, but merely
because the horror they caused in me at the time troubles me
still whenever I put them on paper, and I continue to shudder
until I have blotted them out. Therefore, I tell the story in my
own words, which, if they possess a certain decency that was
not in the mouth of that sailor, unfortunately do not smack,
as his did, of rum and blood and the sea. 

You would take a ship to be a dead thing like a table, as dead
as bits of iron and canvas and wood. That is because you
always live on shore, and have never seen the sea, and drink
milk. Milk is a more accursed drink than water. 

What with the captain and what with the man at the wheel,
and what with the crew, a ship has no fair chance of showing
a will of her own. 



There is only one moment in the history of ships, that carry
crews on board, when they act by their own free will. This
moment comes when all the crew are drunk. As the last man
falls drunk on to the deck, the ship is free of man, and
immediately slips away. She slips away at once on a new
course and is never one yard out in a hundred miles. 

It was like this one night with the Sea-Fancy. Bill Smiles was
there himself, and can vouch for it. Bill Smiles has never told
this tale before for fear that anyone should call him a liar.
Nobody dislikes being hung as much as Bill Smiles would, but
he won't be called a liar. I tell the tale as I heard it, relevancies
and irrelevancies, though in my more decent words; and as I
made no doubts of the truth of it then, I hardly like to now;
others can please themselves. 

It is not often that the whole of a crew is drunk. The crew of
the Sea-Fancy was no drunkener than others. It happened like
this. 

The captain was always drunk. One day a fancy he had that
some spiders were plotting against him, or a sudden bleeding
he had from both his ears, made him think that drinking might
be bad for his health. Next day he signed the pledge. He was
sober all that morning and all the afternoon, but at evening he
saw a sailor drinking a a glass of beer, and a fit of madness
seized him, and he said things that seemed bad to Bill Smiles.
And next morning he made all of them take the pledge. 

For two days nobody had a drop to drink, unless you count
water, and on the third morning the captain was quite drunk.
It stood to reason they all had a glass or two then, except the
man at the wheel; and towards evening the man at the wheel
could bear it no longer, and seems to have had his glass like all
the rest, for the ship's course wobbled a bit and made a circle or
two. Then all of a sudden she went off south by east under full
canvas till midnight, and never altered her course. And at
midnight she came to the wide wet courts of the Temple in the
Sea. 

People who think that Mr. Smiles is drunk often make a great
mistake. And people are not the only ones that have made that
mistake. Once a ship made it, and a lot of ships. It's a mistake
to think that old Bill Smiles is drunk just because he can't
move. 

Midnight and moonlight and the Temple in the Sea Bill Smiles
clearly remembers, and all the derelicts in the world were
there, the old abandoned ships. The figureheads were nodding
to themselves and blinking at the image. The image was a
woman of white marble on a pedestal in the outer court of the
Temple of the Sea: she was clearly the love of all the man-
deserted ships, or the goddess to whom they prayed their
heathen prayers. And as Bill Smiles was watching them, the
lips of the figureheads moved; they all began to pray. But all at
once their lips were closed with a snap when they saw that
there were men on the Sea-Fancy. They all came crowding up
and nodded and nodded and nodded to see if all were drunk,
and that's when they made their mistake about old Bill Smiles,
although he couldn't move. They would have given up the
treasuries of the gulfs sooner than let men hear the prayers they
said or guess their love for the goddess. It is the intimate secret
of the sea. 

The sailor paused. And, in my eagerness to hear what lyrical or
blasphemous thing those figureheads prayed by moonlight at
midnight in the sea to the woman of marble who was a goddess
to ships, I pressed on the sailor more of my Gorgondy wine that
the gnomes so wickedly brew. 

I should never have done it; but there he was sitting silent
while the secret was almost mine. He took it moodily and
drank a glass; and with the other glasses that he had had he fell
a prey to the villainy of the gnomes who brew this unbridled
wine to no good end. His body leaned forward slowly, then fell
on to the table, his face being sideways and full of a wicked
smile, and, saying very clearly the one word, "Hell," he became
silent for ever with the secret he had from the sea.

Plot hook:  
What are they and what are they worshipping?

Are ships infused with Spirits of Artifice? If so, what do spirits
worship? Is it something other than worship, but the human is
misunderstanding? Are they, for example, uploading data to
something in the Realm of Forms? 
Do the ship figureheads in some sense act as a focus for the
communal identity of the crew?  
Are they gestalt beings, like the genius locus of the Cave of
Twisting Shadows? 
There's a demon who acts as a goddess of pirates, described in
Tales From Mythic Europe, that would suit here. 
Is the statue the leftover of Atlantis, or some other fallen
civilisation? 
Gorgondy seems to be a sort of sordida vis: I'm not sure the
subterranean gnomes are not imps. If you find the body of the
dead sailor, can you harvest its intestines? If you pillage the den
of gnomes, what horrors do you find in their brewery? 



NAGEL: 
FIVE SOURCES 
OF VALUE
Many early roleplaying games had a strong division between

good and evil, so that violence was just. In Ars Magica, many

sagas are more interested in the results of the use of power than

in the combat itself. In a saga that's relatively combat-sparse I

find it more interesting to make villains who have a different

version of good than the player characters. It helps explain why

the setting doesn't devolve into a series of firefights between

magi. 

Nagel believed there were at least five incommmesurable

sources of value. By this, he meant that they could not be

collapsed into each other, so that they could be compared on a

single metric. When you have two people arguing what is best, if

they are each arguing from a different one of these five, then

there is no way to resolve that argument. 

Nagel's five sources are: 

*  Specific obligations to organisations or people. 

*  General rights of all people 

*  Utility (performing actions which provide the greatest  

    good for the greatest number) 

*  Perfectionist values (this includes things that make the 

   meaning of being human expand. Examples include 

    scientific discovery, artistic creation and space 

   exploration) 

*  Personal projects. This can seem like the most difficult 

    to defend, but Nagel's point is that these  

   draw dedication, sacrifice and effort from people, so they  

   can't be treated as mere selfishness. 

Many virtues or flaws can be mapped to one of these

incommesureable definitions. To have a conflict between

different forms of good, find one style of good to which most of

your player characters cling, and then design a rival whose

metric of good is from an another list. One trick I enjoy is pitting

two characters who have the same virtue, but hold it for different

reasons, against each other. 

Ars Magica's virtues and flaws weigh heavily toward specific

obligation. That';s a relic of game design: it means that you can

most easily create a rival with one of the other four choices. I'd

suggest specific obligations encompass versions of Clerk (church),

Clsoe family ties, Covenfolk, Craftsman (guilds), Custos,

Dependant, Favours, Friar, Gentleman/woman (nobility), Hermetic

Prestige (other heirs), Hedge wizard (others in the tradition),

Knight (your lord), Landed noble (your lord), Oath of fealty, Redcap

(the Order or your house), Peasant, 

Interest in the general rights of all people may be vested in the

Church, which means it includes features such as Compassionate,

Friar, Generous, Guardian Angel, Pious, True Faith. I'd also put

the Indiscreet flaw here. 

Utility is a modern idea, which allows you to hand a bundle of

suffering to some people, on the excuse that it allows a far greater

bundle of joy to land with other people. This isn't a usual mindset in

most medieval writing, but a sort of bounded utilitarianism,

avoiding truly atrocious things, is often implied in the actions of the

players. Why free a particular village of peasants from a horrible

master? Why fight a particular monster to save people, and decline

to fight an even greater monster that might cause you harm? It's

because the moral imperative to fight the monster is a bounded

consideration, which doesn't suit either general rights or

perfectionist values. 

Perfectionist values can be expressed by drives such as

Ambitious, Pious Higher Purpose, True Love in the chivalric sense,

The Enigma, and Obsessions with impersonal goals like Original

Research. 

There are many personal projects which are expressed by an

interaction between the virtues selected at character creation and

the choices made when spending experience. The most obvious

are Ambitious, Avaricious, Compassionate, Driven, Optimistic,

Landed Noble, and Knight, in an errantry sense. 

So, to recap, if your player characters, like many characters in Ars

Magica, are usually driven by specific obligations to people or

organisations, try creating enemies who draw their moral compass

from one of the other four drives.



DUNSANY: 
TIME AND THE 
TRADESMAN

What would the embodiment of Time be
in Ars Magica? Mechanically it could be
of any Realm. What could its
embodiment be? Any story can be a
faerie, an a demon can claim to be
anything, but Time, in various
mythologies is the thing that comes
before the Magical powers of creation,
which come before the Gods of faerie,
which come before the current
dominance of the Dominion. So Time
might be from another Realm
completely, something primordial before
magic. 

If time has a living embodiment is it the
Divine, or a demon, or is it some thing
that comes from before the divergence of
Faerie from Magical? Something that is
like the Faerie gods but does not depend,
as they do, on human worship? In the
short story that follows Time punishes a
human for attempting to do what Time
does. Is this punishment merely a
Magical act? What happens if this
creature comes into conflict with the
covenant, or, both worse or better they
become allied? 

You may remember from Ancient Magic
that age draws sites are closer to the
Magical Realm, so they have higher auras.
Can this creature affect this process? Can
this creature, as the embodiment of
ageing things so that they get close to the
Magical Realm,  slip places seamlessly
into and out of Twilight? 

Once Time as he prowled the world,
his hair grey not with weakness but
with dust of the ruin of cities, came to
a furniture shop and entered the
Antique department. And there he saw
a man darkening the wood of a chair
with dye and beating it with chains and
making imitation wormholes in it. 

And when Time saw another doing his
work he stood by him awhile and
looked on critically. 

And at last he said: "That is not how I
work," and he turned the man's hair
white and bent his back and put some
furrows in his little cunning face; then
turned and strode away, for a mighty
city that was weary and sick and too
long had troubled the fields was sore
in need of him. 



SUBMERSIBLES: 
A MYSTAGOGIC 
INITIATION 

Why do so many Verditus magi make
submersibles? We have focused, in
the published books, on magical
submarines, but let's think about
something else. Let's think about
bathyspheres. 

Imagine a sphere that is lowered into
the dark. It must be a perfect sphere.
if it has a flaw, it will collapse and you
will be crushed to death. You are
alone in the darkness. If you can see
out into the ocean, it is through
perfectly clear quartz circles which
you have made. You are sinking, and
then you will rise. You will be reborn
in to the light and air. 

At the bottom of the ocean do the
great titanoi dance? Do the dragons
of the waters writhe? Does the
Leviathan wait for the end of days?
Something is down there, and you
plummet toward it. 

A plummet is a mason's tool: a lead weight on a line. It points
perfectly downward, to allow you to build columns toward
the sun, and to measure the depth of oceans. Many
plummets have a hollow at the tip, so that a fragment of the
seabead can be bought to the surface. 

The Latin for lead is plumbum and for feathers is plumata.
Plumes are named for once guiding the flight of lead darts.
The Verditus use grey feathers and the icarus under the
water as a symbol for their cult. 

Some say that the masters of this cult fall so they can rise:
they are building bathyspheres which rise into Twilight,
protecting their passengers from Warping as they examine
the Magical Realm. Many think the reason Verditius make
automata they can ride inside is for war, but this is not so.
They hope to create an excursion suit that can move when it
is in the Magical Realm.

Lead 

Wards 4 (Ars Magica fifth edition p110) 
Hatred 3 (The Mysteries Revised Edition p33) 
Summoning or binding ghosts 3 (Houses of Hermes: True Lineages p139) 
Summon or bind spirits 3 (Realms of Power: Infernal p123) 

Rope 

Restraint or binding 4 (Ars Magica fifth edition p110) 
Strangulation 2 (Ars Magica fifth edition p110) 

Shape and material bonuses 



A lead line makes an excellent
talisman, particularly if it is
enchanted so that the magus can
cause it to move independently.
"The Invisible Porter", for example,
allows a magus to use the line to
draw a circle, or to send the line
over a wall or out a window. A
magus with Touch range extended
by a cable can use the questing tip of
the plummet to make spells easier
by seeking out contact with an
enemy, or can create a tripline,
spreading Touch across an entire
path. 

A lead line traditionally is knotted
or marked in fathoms. A fathom is
the distance between the two
outstretched arms of a sailor,
although this was later standardised
to  two yards. The British naval
custom is that anything deeper than
100 fathoms is offshore, and is
charted as unfathomable. It seems
unlikely that a magus carry a line six
hundred feet long, but that number
may be of use to the magi designing
bathyspheric intitations. 

The plummet of the talisman is
traditionally lead, although it can be
any weight. This makes this portion
of the talisman a small object of
base metal. (10 pawns). The most
ancient so far discovered are stone,
but wood and bronze are also
common, and ivory is known if rare.
Wood and ivory are easier to open
to enchantment (4 pawns). 

The line of the plummet is a rope,
or perhaps a chain. By weight it may
be a large object made of cloth (4
pawns), but shorter lines are
possible (3 pawns). If chain is used
instead, it is base metal object of
large or medium size. (20 or 15
pawns).

The Fall Into Darkness is an initiation into a new Virtue: Ways of
the Lands of Magic. This grants a +3 bonus on rolls to navigate
within the Magical Realm. It may also provide some benefit in
dealing with the strange environment found there. 

Characters who have undergone the Fall find it difficult to deal
with the minutae of corporeal life. They find human society
difficult to enjoy, and find living the the randomness of the world
irritating. This is modelled with the Oversensitive Flaw. 

Assuming the Mystogogue has a combined Presence and Cult Lore
of 9, the script is 

Total 30: Grants Ways of the Lands of Magic 

It is rumoured that the inner mystery, which may be called Rising
Into Light, allows the character to create an automaton which
allows travel into the Hall of Heroes, or a similar place in the Magic
Realm. Some magi say that it allows the Verditus to take the place
of one of the cogs in the clockwork of the universe. This is a form
of Ascension. 

Creating a lead-line  
as a talisman

Initiation script for the outer mystery of the
Angels with Leaden Wings

Must travel to a sacred part of the sea, at a certain time +3 
Minor ordeal (Oversensitive gained) +3 
Quest (it is very difficult to find a Verditius Mystagogue willing
to assist in the venture) +3 
Quest Must go to the Cave of Twisting Shadows, to examine the
Axis Magica, which is a reflection of what the character is
attempting to build +3. 
Sacrifice of wealth and time (create bathysphere) +2 
Sympathetic bonus for the rite +3 
If the character has a talisman it must be destroyed and replaced
with a lead-line. If the character does not have a talisman, they
must quest for a special item to act as the plummet. (+2)



DUNSANY: 
STORIES FROM THE 
EXHAUSTED WORLD

In time as well as space my fancy roams far from
here. It led me once to the edge of certain cliffs that
were low and red and rose up out of a desert: a little
way off in the desert there was a city. It was evening,
and I sat and watched the city. 

Presently I saw men by threes and fours come softly
stealing out of that city’s gate to the number of
about twenty. I heard the hum of men’s voices
speaking at evening. 

“It is well they are gone,” they said. “It is well they
are gone. We can do business now. It is well they are
gone.” And the men that had left the city sped away
over the sand and so passed into the twilight. 

“Who are these men?” I said to my glittering leader. 

“The poets,” my fancy answered. “The poets and
artists.” 

“Why do they steal away?” I said to him. “And why
are the people glad that they have gone?” 

He said: “It must be some doom that is going to fall
on the city, something has warned them and they
have stolen away. Nothing may warn the people.” 

I heard the wrangling voices, glad with commerce,
rise up from the city. And then I also departed, for
there was an ominous look on the face of the sky. 

And only a thousand years later I passed that way,
and there was nothing, even among the weeds, of
what had been that city.

I’ve discussed previously the idea that there
may be worlds, in deep Arcadia, where the
Faerie Aura is a negative number. To come
up to speed on that discussion see the
previous episode about Miss Cubbidge and
the Dragon of Romance. The Dunsany
stories this week are all from similar places. 

I was tempted to wax philosophical here.
I’ve cover Chalmers in the episode on the
Extended Mind, and was going to talk about
philosophical zombies,. but I’ll save fire on
those. The Exhauted Places are less
interesting if the humans have become, like
faeries, p-zomies. Still, as an end state, you
might like to look into the idea yourself. 

What if these worlds are just being drained
by a Faerie that has so sucked vitality from
them that the humans appear to lack any
motivation toward passion? They have
made the humans a colony that produces
more humans ,and it feeds steadily on their
dreams and desires such that they never
can desire to be free of it? A vast vampire
feeding on a world, like the Red in Mythic
Europe, but instead of feeding on the
vitality of nature, it eats the creative force
in humans? Can the spore of such a thing
come to Mythic Europe? It appears it can
send its seeds between worlds. Can Merinita
magi fight it on its home ground? Can magi
from the Mythic Middle Ages be thrust
forward into the time of the dark mills of
Blake, to resist the creature on the cusp of
its victory? 

This week, five stories from the Exhausted
World. Thanks to Rosslyn Carlyle and
Thomas A. Copeland for the Librivox
recordings used in the podcast. 

The City



One wandering nigh Parnassus chasing hares heard the high
Muses. 

“Take us a message to the Golden Town.” 

Thus sang the Muses. 

But the man said: “They do not call to me. Not to such as me
speak the Muses.” 

And the Muses called him by name. 

“Take us a message,” they said, “to the Golden Town.” 

And the man was downcast for he would have chased hares. 

And the Muses called again. 

And when whether in valleys or on high crags of the hills he still
heard the Muses he went at last to them and heard their message,
though he would fain have left it to other men and chased the
fleet hares still in happy valleys. 

And they gave him a wreath of laurels carved out of emeralds as
only the Muses can carve. “By this,” they said, “they shall know
that you come from the Muses.” 

And the man went from that place and dressed in scarlet silks as
befitted one that came from the high Muses. And through the
gateway of the Golden Town he ran and cried his message, and
his cloak floated behind him. All silent sat the wise men and the
aged, they of the Golden Town; cross-legged they sat before their
houses reading from parchments a message of the Muses that
they sent long before. 

And the young man cried his message from the Muses. 

And they rose up and said: “Thou art not from the Muses.
Otherwise spake they.” And they stoned him and he died. 

And afterwards they carved his message upon gold; and read it in
their temples on holy days. 

When will the Muses rest? When are they weary? They sent
another messenger to the Golden Town. And they gave him a
wand of ivory to carry in his hand with all the beautiful stories of
the world wondrously carved thereon. And only the Muses could
have carved it. “By this,” they said, “they shall know that you
come from the Muses.”

The Messengers



And he came through the gateway of the Golden Town with the
message he had for its people. And they rose up at once in the Golden
street, they rose from reading the message that they had carved upon
gold. “The last who came,” they said, “came with a wreath of laurels
carved out of emeralds, as only the Muses can carve. You are not
from the Muses.” And even as they had stoned the last so also they
stoned him. And afterwards they carved his message on gold and laid
it up in their temples. 

When will the Muses rest? When are they weary? Even yet once again
they sent a messenger under the gateway into the Golden Town. And
for all that he wore a garland of gold that the high Muses gave him, a
garland of kingcups soft and yellow on his head, yet fashioned of
pure gold and by whom but the Muses, yet did they stone him in the
Golden Town. But they had the message, and what care the Muses? 

And yet they will not rest, for some while since I heard them call to
me. 

“Go take our message,” they said, “unto the Golden Town.” 

But I would not go. And they spake a second time. “Go take our
message,” they said. 

And still I would not go, and they cried out a third time: “Go take our
message.” 

And though they cried a third time I would not go. But morning and
night they cried and through long evenings. 

When will the Muses rest? When are they weary? And when they
would not cease to call to me I went to them and I said: “The Golden
Town is the Golden Town no longer. They have sold their pillars for
brass and their temples for money, they have made coins out of their
golden doors. It is become a dark town full of trouble, there is no ease
in its streets, beauty has left it and the old songs are gone.” 

“Go take our message,” they cried. 

And I said to the high Muses: “You do not understand. You have no
message for the Golden Town, the holy city no longer.” 

“Go take our message,” they cried. 

“What is your message?” I said to the high Muses. 

And when I heard their message I made excuses, dreading to speak
such things in the Golden Town; and again they bade me go. 

And I said: “I will not go. None will believe me.” 

And still the Muses cry to me all night long. 

They do not understand. How should they know?



I dreamt that I went back to the hills I knew, whence
on a clear day you can see the walls of Ilion and the
plains of Roncesvalles. There used to be woods
along the tops of those hills with clearings in them
where the moonlight fell, and there when no one
watched the fairies danced. 

But there were no woods when I went back, no
fairies nor distant glimpse of Ilion or plains of
Roncesvalles, only one giant poppy waved in the
wind, and as it waved it hummed “Remember not.”
And by its oak-like stem a poet sat, dressed like a
shepherd and playing an ancient tune softly upon a
pipe. I asked him if the fairies had passed that way
or anything olden. 

He said: “The poppy has grown apace and is killing
gods and fairies. Its fumes are suffocating the world,
and its roots drain it of its beautiful strength.” And I
asked him why he sat on the hills I knew, playing an
olden tune. 

And he answered: “Because the tune is bad for the
poppy, which would otherwise grow more swiftly;
and because if the brotherhood of which I am one
were to cease to pipe on the hills men would stray
over the world and be lost or come to terrible ends.
We think we have saved Agamemnon.” 

Then he fell to piping again that olden tune, while
the wind among the poppy’s sleepy petals
murmured “Remember not. Remember not.”

The poet came unto a great country in
which there were no songs. And he
lamented gently for the nation that had not
any little foolish songs to sing to itself at
evening. 

And at last he said: “I will make for them
myself some little foolish songs so that they
may be merry in the lanes and happy by
the fireside.” And for some days he made
for them aimless songs such as maidens
sing on the hills in the older happier
countries. 

Then he went to some of that nation as
they sat weary with the work of the day and
said to them: “I have made you some
aimless songs out of the small unreasonable
legends, that are somewhat akin to the wind
in the vales of my childhood; and you may
care to sing them in your disconsolate
evenings.” 

And they said to him: 

“If you think we have time for that sort of
nonsense nowadays you cannot know
much of the progress of modern
commerce.” 

And then the poet wept for he said: “Alas!
They are damned.” 

The Songless Country

The Giant Poppy

When the advertiser saw the cathedral
spires over the downs in the distance, he
looked at them and wept. 

“If only,” he said, “this were an
advertisement of Beefo, so nice, so
nutritious, try it in your soup, ladies like it.”

What We Have Come To


